P2P net loan is the latest financial lending platform business, which is a new way of borrowing under the background of rapid development of the mobile Internet. Since the beginning of the new century, net loan default has caused P2P companies to break up funds and operate without continuity, which has become an important factor affecting the healthy development of the industry. Therefore, starting from the actual management situation of P2P net loan platform, the default risk of net loan was studied based on Spark technology in wireless network environment. The decision tree data mining algorithm was introduced to construct the early warning model of the net loan default risk, which achieved effective control of risk links. From the fuzzy characteristics that affected the uncertain factors of net loan credit, a hybrid algorithm model of C4.5 decision tree optimization was established. The simulation results show that the hybrid optimization model has good application value.
Introduction
Spark is an open source cluster technology to adapt to large data search, which the most important feature is the ability to implement distributed computing and make large data "zero." The large data sets are divided into separate operations by refining the distributed database. Finally, the results of all the data are synthesized and the final results are obtained [1] . Spark technology has greatly improved the situation of wireless network, and data has been geometrically multiplied. The computer processing efficiency and speed cannot meet the needs of the use of the situation [2] . In particular, Spark allows the computer to reduce the number of parts of the disk that stores data in the operation process, avoiding the repeated storage and extraction of the intermediate data to affect the overall efficiency of the operation. This advantage helps AI machine algorithms become more rapid in distributed and interactive data analysis.
Decision tree algorithm is one of the common mathematical models in establishing the credit evaluation model in artificial intelligence data mining technology [3] . The decision tree algorithm can effectively complete the predictability task, which is the rule of summarizing the descriptive task summary and classification of the collected data information, and the prediction and evaluation of the data attribute and the future development trend of the event [4] . Decision tree is a classification algorithm, which uses inductive learning for a large number of actual data. Through a supervised learning method, a tree structure classification rule is obtained in these data which are not related to each other and have no distribution rules [5] . The implementation method of a decision tree is relatively simple, and its clear logic level makes it easy to understand the final rules. The decision tree is used to compare the attributes of nodes. According to the distribution of node properties, the branch direction of the next step of the node is clearly defined. Finally, the corresponding conclusion is obtained on a leaf node, and the path of the tree structure forms the rule of the whole decision tree. The intuitive tree structure of these rules makes it easier for users to analyze rules [6] .
State of the art
The latest model of the Internet innovation finance P2P net loan, although it was born less than 10 years, subversive changes to the global financial lending model has been brought. In the P2P platform, the net loan business is welcomed and loved by the ordinary consumers because of the advantages of flexible borrowing methods, fast money to account, and so on, which is also the most important market competition ability of the P2P platform [7] . In the survey of the development data of a large number of P2P companies in China, it is found that the main factors that cannot effectively control the credit risk of the network directly affect the health business development of the P2P net loan, which is how to control the risk of the net loan. The risk of net loan default brings serious consequences to the P2P platform, such as slow return of capital, fragmentation of capital chain, bankruptcy, and liquidation of enterprises. These consequences bring about economic losses that P2P companies and investors cannot recover and also cast a shadow on the healthy and sustainable development of the entire P2P industry [8] . In the analysis of P2P network credit management, it is seen that the risk nature of the credit risk in the network loan platform and the traditional bank lending is the same, because the borrower is unable to achieve the initial repayment agreement under various factors, making the interest of the net loan company damaged. Or the net loan company is unable to repay the agreed interest rate. There are differences between investors' actual interests and contractual agreements, and personal economic interests are infringed [9] . The advantage of fast loan in network lending is also a great potential risk. For borrowers, information audit time is too short and information collection is limited, which may bring about credit default such as default and non-repayment [10] . Using a decision tree algorithm to study credit default risk of P2P net loan has a good theoretical foundation. Mathematical models can be used to analyze the impact of risk more effectively and quantitatively determined the consequences that may be caused by different factors. In view of different risk factors, this paper puts forward specific control measures to curb default risk from the source.
Methodology

Decision tree algorithm
Since the 1960s of the last century, scholars have proposed the basic implementation model system of a decision tree algorithm. Different classification rules are implicit in a decision tree data, so that the small scale and high accuracy of the tree structure is the core of improving the accuracy of the decision tree algorithm. The internal node of a decision tree is the expression of the attribute of the thing. The node of the leaf is to learn the category of the division, and the attribute of the internal node is called the test attribute. After training a training data sample to train a decision tree, the decision tree can classify a set of data in a position according to the value of the attribute. In the practical application of the decision tree, the tree root is usually tested by the tree root along with the branch of the tree, until the node of a leaf is reached, that is the category of the thing. The decision tree classifying the input information independently and finding out the hidden knowledge is through the tree structure, which can become the relevant rules of the decision service through conversion. Decision tree is an algorithm originating from learning system. The main principle is that when walking down an empty trunk, whenever a problem is encountered, it is necessary to propose a different judgment node from the past and use branching decisions to perfect the established decision tree, until a decision point can complete the correct classification of the training instance. Figure 1 is a typical learning decision tree that predicts whether or not to play according to weather data.
A decision tree algorithm is a selection criterion using information gain as the classification attribute. When selecting the highest information gain attribute as the best classification attribute, the degree of entropy can be reduced, so that the amount of information used in the redivision of the data set is less, which ensures the simple structure of the decision tree. But this simplicity is not the simplest and the most concise structure that satisfies the purpose. The decision tree algorithm cannot be processed directly to the attributes of continuity. If the attribute is not strong and sensitive to the noise reaction, the result is different because of the different training set size. Decision tree learning uses evolutionary learning from the tree top to the tree root. The general decision tree compares the attribute values of the internal nodes according to certain criteria and then chooses branches according to the comparison results of the attributes. Finally, the decision conclusion of the algorithm is obtained on the decision tree nodes. The whole decision tree moves along the root to the continuous node of the leaf, thus forming a rule path that meets the needs. A decision tree corresponds to a set of rules for expression. The decision tree has two main steps. First, the decision tree is generated after putting the data on the root node, and then, the data is divided recursively. The second is trimming decision tree, removing the abnormal data, unreal data, and noise. Tree node data in the decision tree of the party have been categorized, and there is no need to classify the new attributes. The decision tree stops the growth of the tree trunk. The mathematical process of the decision tree algorithm is to assume that S is a data set, which contains s samples. The sample contains the m category C i , i ∈ {1, 2, 3, Λ m}. When S i is the sample size of category C i , it is possible to get the amount of information needed to categorize the set of data set, as shown in Formula 1. Here, P i is the probability that samples belong to C i , and is calculated by S i /S. Log is a logarithmic function based on 2. Under the assumption that the attribute A has v different values {a 1 , a 2 , Λ , a v }, the A attribute can divide the S data set into v sub sets {S 1 , S 2 , Λ , S v }, so that the expected information formula can be obtained as shown in Formula (2). |S| is the total number of samples, and |S i | is the sample number of attribute A in the collection. Information increment is the difference between the amount of information and the amount of information that is needed, as shown in Formula 3. The algorithm uses the equation to calculate the information increment under different condition attributes, selects the maximum gain attribute from the calculation results as the value of the split attribute, and then generates the branch node of the decision tree according to its value.
The comparison between a C4.5 decision tree algorithm and the basic decision tree algorithm is mainly reflected in the more refined structure and the more intuitive realization of the process. The C4.5 decision tree algorithm can be tailored in the decision process or after the construction is completed, and the incomplete data under unknown attributes can be optimized. The algorithm of the decision tree can also be used to create production rules. The most prominent feature here is to use 
the information gain rate to decide the decision attributes. The information gain rate is the value derived from the addition of the gain and entropy, which can overcome the deficiency of using the increment as the evaluation criterion. When T is set as the training data set, the collection under k category is expressed as {C1, C2Λ Ck}, |Cj| that is the example of Cj. |T| is the example of a data set. Select the V attribute and set it to have n values that do not coincide with each other. The information entropy of the category can be derived from Formula (4), and the result is calculated by Formula (5).
Optimization strategy of the decision tree algorithm
The data used to create decision trees are often collections of outliers such as noise and outliers. Using abnormal data to build decision trees, the rules of branching rules based on the process also lead to misjudgment. At this time, pruning can be used to delete abnormal data that does not meet statistical measurement rules, which ensure the accuracy of prediction data. Figure 3 is a comparison diagram of a decision tree without pruning and pruning. As you can see from the graph, the size of the decision tree after pruning is smaller and the complexity is reduced, and it is more convenient to understand at the logical level. When the data is classified by pruning operation, the speed is improved and the effect is better. In order to solve the problem that the data collection of credit information in the P2P net is easily influenced by uncertain factors, the decision tree algorithm of the uncertain data model is optimized. The definition of data for uncertain numerical data is defined as assuming that the attribute of the uncertain value is A ij , and the value range is
If some data cannot be clearly defined in a certain interval, the probability PDF can be obtained. The formula for probability density function A ik f(x) is shown in Formula 6.
The main principle of dealing with uncertain data is to calculate the information entropy of uncertain attributes by using probability base. This is a new entropy that plays a decisive role. After guidance, the types of equations of information gain and information gain rate of the basic decision tree algorithm are adopted. The equation of the information gain and the information gain rate of the corresponding uncertain data are calculated, and the final information gain rate is obtained. The construction process of the uncertain data decision tree is shown in Table 1 .
When the actual processing is uncertain, the conventional scheme cannot implement fuzzy operation on data. Therefore, a function processing method based on integral principle is introduced. It is assumed here that the numerical range of x is the indeterminate position between [a, b] . [a, b] contains n f(x), which contains values that are not equal to zero. The general attribute of uncertain data is the membership degree of a point relative to a function, which is equal to the membership value of the point or the maximum value of the function of the point. In the fuzzy set theory, the membership degree is different from the conventional function, and the element x corresponds to the values of multiple f(x). After calculating the information gain value of the uncertain attributes, the composite membership function is used to multiply the membership function of the uncertain attributes to improve the accuracy of the prediction. Figure 4 shows an example of the membership function of an uncertain attribute.
Result analysis and discussion
In order to verify the performance of the optimized C4.5 decision tree algorithm for parallel large data processing, simulation experiments are carried out. The experimental data come from the P2P network platform in China, a network loan company that has been established for more than 5 years. The basic data for 5 years since the establishment of the company is the original database. There is more than 680 thousand original credit data information of net loan company. In order to make the classification data more targeted, the experiment first is to extract, discretize, and unbalance the collected raw data. The 16 risk factors that affect net loan credit are summed up and extracted, and these factors have 36 characteristic parameters. After calculating the information gain rate of these indexes, the characteristics of the model are obtained according to the ranking from high to low, which are the credit of the borrowers, the real interest rate of borrowing and lending, the loan cycle, the total income of the borrower, the debt ratio of the borrower, the borrower's housing, the total amount of loan and the total amount of loan repayment and the way, and so on. In the data modeling phase, WEKA intelligent analysis software is used. Using this software, the code of optimizing the algorithm of the decision maker is compiled, and the model of the optimal decision algorithm is established. The experiment uses comparative data research. The decision tree optimization algorithm and the logistic, naive Bayes algorithm have been replaced by the data information that has already been processed nine characteristic items, so that the model data results about the default risk assessment model of the P2P net loan platform are obtained as shown in Table 1 . The optimization decision tree algorithm has advantages over other algorithms in the modeling time and accuracy of evaluation (Table 2) . In order to verify the advanced nature of the proposed optimization scheme, under the same data conditions, this experiment compares the accuracy of the algorithm with the traditional decision tree algorithm and the decision tree algorithm under the uncertain data. Shown in Fig. 5 is the comparison of the effective precision under the two algorithms. After the introduction of uncertain data and the analysis of the attributes of uncertainty, the problems can be effectively solved such as income, debt ratio, housing, and other important attribute values, which can effectively improve the accuracy of the decision tree algorithm.
The training data sample size of the uncertain data decision tree algorithm is relatively large, so the rules of the training decision tree are more and the prediction model established by this rule covers all the possible situations. Therefore, when the number of training samples is large, the prediction accuracy of uncertain fuzzy decision tree algorithm is better. As shown in Fig. 6 , the total accuracy of the two algorithms is compared.
Conclusion
In the application research of classification prediction, the artificial intelligence decision tree algorithm is often used to process the data, and the induction algorithm is used to calculate the corresponding rules. After constructing the decision tree shape map, the new data is analyzed according to the decision strategy, and the analysis results can provide important basis for future decision-making. In this paper, the P2P net loan default risk based on Spark and complex network analysis in wireless network element data environment are mainly studied. After analyzing the basic principle of the decision tree algorithm, the fuzzy set is used to optimize and update the decision tree algorithm in view of the uncertain characteristics of net loan credit data. Starting from the fuzziness of the uncertain data, integral function is used to deal with it. By using the compound membership function, the uncertain attribute that affect the lack of credit is fuzzy processing, so the risk of credit risk is predicted by the classification rules of the decision tree.
In the simulation experiment, through the analysis of the attributes of the uncertainty, the problems can be effectively solved and the problems are that the important attribute value of the assets, such as the income situation, the debt ratio, the housing, and other assets, cannot be determined, which effectively improves the accuracy of the decision tree algorithm. The results of the experiment have proved that the study is successful. However, there are still some improvements in this research. The next step is to further study the pruning method of the optimizing decision tree algorithm. 
